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abstract: This paper examines the use of static equilibrium assignment models as models of

congested traffic networks that may be used framing transport policies for environmental and

energy management, travel demand management, traffic calming, congestion management, road

pricing, and iand use-transport interactions. To make static assignment models really useful for

ihese broader level policy analyses requires a more flexible model definition, and this is the

principal aim of this paper. In addition, the paper seeks to establish relationships between the

iesulting family of 
"qoilibrio- 

assignment models that may then find use in the evaluation and

comparison of alternative transport policies.

l.INTRODUCTION

Traffic assignment models have a central place in transport planning, for they provide necessary

information on the traffic and congestion loads to be bome across a network and how those loads

may vary depending on network configuration, design standard, control regime and travel demand

disiribution. Static models, such as the user equilibrium (minimum individual travel time) model,

have been used in transport planning for many years. In more recent times, there has been growing

interest in dynamic assignment models, for use in network simulation and with route navigation

systems and advanced traveller information systems (ATIS).

This paper focuses on static equilibrium assignment models because of their relevance in transport

policy analysis, that is as models of congested traffic networks that may be used to examine the

effects of policy altematives in environmental and energy management, travel demand

management (TDM), traffic calming, congestion management and road pricing, and land use-

transport interactions. To make static assignment models really useful for these broader level

policy analyses requires more flexible definition of the models, and it is this broader definition that

is the principal aim ofthis paper. In addition, the paper seeks to establish relationships between the

resulting family of equilibrium assignment models that may then find use in the evaluation and

comparison of alternative transport policies.

2. THE BASIC NETWORK FLOW PROBLEM

The network flow problem is a basic problem in transport planning. Traffic assignment models to

solve this problem for road networks require the following inputs:

(l) a network description, where the network is a connected graph ofnodes and links;

(2) an origin destination matrix {T,,} of trips from origins i to destinations j in the network,

which describes the travel demind for the network. On occasions there may be a set of

origin-destination matrices, split in terms of factors such as trip type or vehicle class.

There may also be separate matrices for time of day, particularly in studies where trip

timing or peak spreading is important, and
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(3) descriptions of the physical and traffic-carrying characteristics of the network links (e.g.

road type, number 
-of 

lanes, free flow travel time or speed, relationship between link

volume and travel time) and (possibly) the network nodes (e.g. intersection geometry and

control type, traffic signal setting where appropriate, turn penalties and bans as necessary).

The network assignment problem is one of selecting a specific strategy to a-llocate the trips from

the O-D matrices to routis through the network, and thus accumulate the flows on the network

Iinks and through the network nodes. The principal complication arises from the interaction

between traffic volume and travel time (or cost) on network elements. Route choices are assumed

to be based on travel times and/or costs between origins and destinations; these times and costs

change as traffic volumes on the network build up - the phenomenon of traffic congestion - and

thus an iterative mechanism has to be established'

2.1 ContinuitY of Flow

The generic solution to the network assignment problem is based on continuity of flow

consiierations. A given level and pattern oftiavel demand in a given time period has to be loaded

on to the network. We may wriL the generic network flow solution as the following sets of

continuity of flow equations.

v i,j

Ve

Ve

where
6eiir = I if and only r/e is in path r from i to j'

" = 0 otherwise

T,, is the number of trips from origin i to destination j, q(e) is the volume on link e and Xr, ) 0 is

the number of trips using path r between origin i and destination j'

2.2TheEquilibrium Family of Flow Solutions

Any flow pattern satisfying the above constraint equations (l)-(3) is a feasible solution to the

network flow problem. A- number of alternative solutions, satisfying different performance

standards set in terrns of the resulting travel times or 'costs' for journeys made through the

network, can be defined. Each ofthese altematives can be ascribed to a particular strategy or policy

for organising or representing the travel pattern Further, these different network flow solutions

may b-e evaluated separately or compared with each other, thus providing a means to assess and

rate alternative policies. This equilibiium family of flow solutions may be described by defining a

set of alternative objective funciions for the network, based on a set of route choice principles.

3. THE WARDROP-JEWELL PRINCIPLES

For planning and evaluation purPoses traffic assignment and route choice modelling is perhaps

*ori ,u.""rrfully undertaken- by the formulation of the assignment-route choice problem as a

(1)

(2)

(3)

r,, =}xn,
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mathematical programming problem. Three basic principles are in common usage: Wardrop's first
and second principles, and Jewell's principle. These three principles may be seen as individual
members of a family of traffic network equilibria. Equilibrium assignment involves the solution of
a mathematical programming problem in which the objective function is non-linear but the
constraints are linear. The constraints ensure the conservation of flows in the network, and are set
to ensure that the travel demand is satisfied. The objective function represents the strategy adopted
by drivers in selecting the routes for their journeys.

The assignment principles defined by Wardrop (1952) and Jewell (1967) may be used to define a
family of equilibrium assignment models. Different members of this family will have different
objective functions in the mathematical programming formulation for the equilibrium assignment
problem. The theme of this paper is to develop an understanding of the relationships and similarity
between various individual equilibrium solutions as members of a family of equilibrium solutions,
representing different planning and traffic control objectives.

3.L Wardrop's First Principle

Under this principle, the journey times on all of the routes used for travel between an origin and a

destination will be equal at the equilibrium point, and will be less than those times which would be

experienced on any other route. No individual driver can gain an advantage by a unilateral change

of route. This strategy implies that each driver seeks a route minimising that individual's travel

time given that all drivers are attempting to implement a similar strategy for themselves. The

strategy is one of individual travel time optimisation, and there is no cooperation between drivers.

Indeed, the situation is one of competition between drivers, who are all seeking the best outcomes

for themselves independently of each other. It may be regarded as a competitive solution point

under the mathematical theory of games.

3.2 Wardrop's Second Principle

This principle is concemed with the overall minimisation of the travel task represented by the total
travel time (vehicle-hours of travel, VHQ in the network. [n this case drivers will select their
routes to produce the.minimum VHT which is necessary for the travel demand to be satisfied, i.e.

for all of the trips in the O-D matrices to reach their destinations. This model is described as

system travel time minimisation. The solution to this problem implies a degree of cooperation

between drivers to attain this result, and may be seen as a Pareto solution in the theory of games.

Although the total VHT will be less than that arising in the user travel time minimisation, some

individual drivers may encounter much longer travel times than the minimum available to them.
Should such drivers decide to improve their own situations, then the system-wide optimum
solution will be lost, and there is no incentive (other than the ideal of cooperation for the overall
gain ofthe community) for them not to do so. The consequence is that this solution is unstable. It
does, however, define a datum in terms of the 'best' distribution of flows that could occur if the
overall minimisation of 'travel effort' (e.g. VHT) were to be achieved. Other solutions (e.g. for
user travel time minimisation) may be compared to it on those grounds.

3.3 Jewell's Principle

This principle may be seen as a generalisation of the two Wardrop principles, each of which can be

seen as a special case of Jewell's principle: that the assigned flow pattern should optimise some

overall economic objective for the network. This objective may be the minimisation of ravel time,
either by individuals (Wardrop's first principle) or for the system as a whole (Wardrop's second
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principle). In addition, other definitions of economic objective may be chosen, where such

objectives are sensitive to the level of congestion. These would include objectives such as

minimum fuel consumption, vehicle operating costs, generalised cost of travel, or pollutant

emissions. The optimisation problem for any of these objectives may be defined as either a user

minimisation problem or a system minimisation problem. Congestion pricing equilibrium

solutions can also be obtained, when marginal link costs can be derived from average link costs.

Further solutions to be included in the family of traffic network equilibria include solutions for

networks with route guidance information available, in which different proportions of 'advised'

and 'unadvised' drivers are on the road.

4. TRAFFIC CONGESTION

Traffic congestion presents a common if not inevitable facet of traffic activity in urban areas. The

spread, durition and intensity of congestion, the processes that lead to it, and the consequences of

iiare of special concem in urban policy making and transport planning'

4.1 What is Congestion?

If knowledge about congestion and its extent and intensity is important, then the first consideration

is to definJ;ust what congestion is. Congestion is an integral part of a transport system, but its

specific deflnition and identification are not immediately obvious. A number of different

Oefinitions of traffic congestion and the observed phenomena associated with it were reviewed by

Taylor (1992). On the basis of this review three recurrent ideas that occurred in the various

definitions of congestion were identified:
(1) congestio; involves the imposition of additional travel costs on all users of a transport

facility by each user ofthat facility;
(2) transptrt facilities (e.g. road links, intersections, lanes and turning movements) have finite

.upu.iti"r to handle traffic, and congestion occurs when the demand to use a facility

approaches or exceeds the capacity, and

(3) congestion occurs on a regular, cyclic basis, reflecting the levels and scheduling of social

and economic activities in a given area.

The following definition of congestion can be proposed for use in traffic studies: 'traffic

congestion is the phenomenon of increased disruption of traffic movement on an element of the

traniport system, observed in terms of delays and queuing, that is generated by the interactions

amongst the flow units in a traffic stream or in intersecting traffic streams. The phenomenon is

most ;isible when the level of demand for movement approaches or exceeds the present capacity

ofthe element and the best indicator ofthe occurrence ofcongestion is the presence ofqueues'.

This definition recognises that the capacity of a traffic systems element may vary over time, e.g.

when traffic incidents occur.

Thus congestion may always be present in any part of a transport system, but that the level of
congestion may have to exceed some threshold value to be recognised. The threshold may be

context-specific. for instance owing to the occurrence of incidents such as breakdowns, road

works, oi road crashes. Peak periods are recognised as prone to congestion, it must also be

recognised that congestion can occur at other times, due to different traffic management regimes in

place off-peak, or due to traffic incidents or unusual local traffic generating activity'

The investigation of any traffic planning or traffic management strategy requires the determination

and possible subsequent monitoring of the level of congestion. Thus there is a need to collect and

analyse data on congestion. Several measures can be used, and although the definition of traffic

congestion would suggest that delay time and queue length are essential parameters, they are
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almost certainly not sufficient measures. The set of factors reflecting the level of congestion
includes: delay times, the equitable distribution of delays between road users and traffic streams,
reliability of travel time and travel costs, queue management, incident management, excessive
energy consumption and additional emissions of air and noise pollution.

For strategic transport planning purposes a satisfactory definition of the level of congestion on a
network component (e.g. a route, link or intersection tuming movement) is the excess travel time
incurred by a traveller when traversing that network component. Excess travel time is the
additional travel time over and above the free flow travel time (co), which is the minimum amount
of time required to cover the component - thus the excess travel time corresponds to the 'system
delay' pertaining to the component under the given traffic conditions (Taylor et al, 1996). Further,
we assume that travellers may be able to trade-off excess travel time (or indeed total travel time)
for other components of the overall cost of travel on a trip. This requires the concept of a

generalised cost of travel for a trip. The economic basis for the trade-off is illustrated by the theory
of road pricing (e.g. May et al, 1996), and this trade-off is explored later in this paper.

4.2 Congestion Functions

A congestion function describes the relationship between the amount of traffic using a network
element and the travel time and delay incurred on that element. The total travel time to traverse a

network element is directly related to the traffic volume using that element. As volume increases,

so delay, and hence travel time, increases. The rate of increase in travel time accelerates as volume

approaches the capacity of the element. For most transport planning applications the network link
is the typical level at which congestion functions are applied, but for traffic engineering

applications function for lanes and movements may be more appropriate.

Traffic movement along a link in a network may be seen as consisting of two components. The

first component is cruising, with traffic moving along the link largely uninterrupted (except for the

possibility of side friction, say due to vehicle parking manoeuvres). Travel along the link may also

be punctuated by points of interruption, say pedestrian crossings, bus stops and, most importantly,
road junctions. Forexample, the junction at the downstream end of the link may dictate the traffic
progression along the link. Movement through the intemrption points can be handled using the

methods for intersection analysis and queuing theory. What is also needed, particularly for urban
areas or other places where congestion is expected, is a composite relationship that can include the

two components simultaneously. A 'congestion function' (or 'speed-flow relation') may be used to
describe the relationship between link flow and speed or travel time on a network link or road
section containing a set of network elements. The most convenient way to represent a congestion
function is in terms of the travel time on a link, in which c is the travel time on the link when it is
carrying traffic at a flow rate of q, and the function includes a set of parameters that describe the

physical and environmental characteristics of the link and the sources of interference impinging on

the flow (e.g. opposing traffic, or parked vehicles). The function will start with a finite travel time
(co) at zero flow, and the actual travel time then increases with volume. One useful form for a

congestion function is the modified Davidson function (Tisato, 1991):

,=ro(,.t*)

+J *o +./ '-xo= Il-ro (-xo)')

X(X,,

x2x,,

(4)

' = '.('
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where x = q/C is the 'volume-capacity ratio' (or 'degree of saturation'), and x0 is a user-selected

proportion, usually in the range (0.85, 0.95) as discussed by Taylor (1984)'

Travel time on dual carriageway arterial roads

Figure 1: Davidson congestion functions for urban arterial roads in Australia

4.3 Fuel and Emissions Functions for Network Elements

Taylor (1996) indicated how a congestion function could be combined with fuel consumption and

pollutant emissions models to generate link-based fuel and emissions functions for use in transport

network modelling, in which fuel usage and emissions are related to link volume-capacity ratios.

Figure 2 shows a set of fuel consumption functions, for unleaded petrol, corresponding to the

congestion functions of Figure l. Figure 3 shows the corresponding functions for carbon monoxide

(CO) emissions. These functions were generated using the method described by Taylor ( 1996).

4.4 Generalised Cost of Travel

The concept of a generalised cost of travel has been widely used in transport planning, especially

in relation to the analysis of modal choice. One particular formulation of generalised cost wtls

proposed by Wigan (1976) for network studies of the interaction of road-based components of
travel cost. This formulation is

+m

where go is the generalised cost of travel over a route or link of length x., u is the unit travel time

on the link (time taken per unit distance), m is road toll, congestion charge or other direct out-of-

pocket money cost incurred on the route or link, and A, B and H are parameters characterising the
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Figure 2: Fuel consumption (unleaded petrol) functions for urban arterial roads in Australia
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network and traveller behaviour. Parameter A represents the operating cost of the vehicle per unit

distance while B can be taken as the traveller's valuation of travel time. Both A and B can be split

into components: A = A, + A. and B = B- + B, + B" from which afurtherbreakdown of the cost

function into policy related components can be made:

(a) A, + B, u indicates the cost per unit distance due to taxation on fuel, tyres and oil;
(b) A. + B. u indicates the operating cost per unit distance net of all taxation, and

(c) B. u is the money cost equivalent of travel time Per unit distance

The term H/u' in equation (5) is associated with the fuel consumption and emissions of vehicles

and can be taken as an approximation of the more detailed models for fuel and emissions

introduced in section 4.3.

One of the applications of generalised cost of travel - and its inherent assumption that travellers

may trade-off between travel time and money costs - is in the consideration of road pricing.

4.5 Road Pricing

Congestion provides a natural but partial restraining mechanism on travel demand. The additional

cos; (delay;, queuing and inconvenience) resulting from congested conditions can act as a form of

deterrent to the generation of further travel demand. However, there is widespread belief amongst

transport planneis that the congestion 'price' of itself is inefficient as a demand management tool.

tndividuai drivers may not be fully aware of the true costs that they impose on other travellers and

the transport system on the basis of congestion delays alone. Some other pricing signal is required

to this e;d. Asiuming that travellers will respond to a composite generalised cost (i.e. a total travel

cost containing components from travel time, travel distance, out-of-pocket expenses, fuel cost,

wear and tear, itc.) by trading-off the different cost components in their travel decision making, the

further step is to impose a congestion tax, toll or road pricing charge on travellers in an intelligent,

selective fashion (e.g. for travel on some parts of a network at some times of day)). There is a

resurgence of interest in this topic, largely as a result of the new technological capabilities for

vehicle identification and modelling (e.g. Jones and Hervik, 1992).

The economist's conceptual model for a congestion price is that of the demand-supply equilibrium

and the relationship between the average travel cost on a link and the marginal cost. The average

cost (G,) is less than the marginal cost for all positive link volumes. A congestion charge could be

imposed on motorists to enable them to meet their full marginal costs, this means the imposition of

a congestion charge AG on each vehicle. The marginal travel cost on a link is g, where

and G, is the total travel cost on the link, given by Gr = cQ' It then follows that for the Davidson

function (c(x)) defined by equation (4), the marginal cost is given by

aG, d(c(q)q)
o =-=-6,, dq dq

(6)

X(X,,

(7)

x2x,,

Equation (7) enables the'congestion tax' or 'road price' (AG) to be identified explicitly, given that

g-(x) = c(x) + LG .
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s. POLICY QUESTIONS AND OPTIONS

The main value of the proposed family of equilibrium assignment models may be seen in the area

of transport policy evaluation. Consider a set of alternative policies that seek to oPtimise different

characteristics of network travel performance, such as minimum overall travel (i.e. minimum

overall VHT), or minimum total travel cost, overall delay, fuel usage or pollutant emissions, or

peak hour trip spreading, or optimised transport/land use plans for given levels and distribution of
travel demand. Each of these policies can be represented by a particular equilibrium assignment

model, and the resulting network flow distributions can be compared with each other and with the

individual travel time minimisation flow pattern (which can be taken as a macro-level simulation

of existing travel and thus as a common starting point). The resulting solutions thus indicate the

relative transport performance between the alternative policies, and the degree of similarity or

difference between them can be examined.

The Wardrop principles may be treated as meeting different economic objectives for network

travel, if travel-timels taken as one possible altemative measure of travel cost. Thus they may be

seen as particular cases of Jewell's assignment principle that the ultimate pattern of flow in a

network will satisfy some explicit economic objective. For instance, direct substitution of

generalised travel cost, fuel consumption or pollutant emission functions for a link travel-time

iolume congestion function yields assignment models that can generate traffic patterns

corresponding to minimum fuel use or minimum pollution generation. Generalised cost functions

including traiel time, fuel consumption, pollutant emissions, tolls and road user charges, vehicle

operating costs etc can also be proposed and solved' For example, a generalised travel cost

function can be employed to study the effects of road user charges and tolls on the distribution of

traffic in a network. Likewise, the composite fuel and emissions functions of the type described

above can be used to derive system- and user- optimum traffic patterns for fuel consumption and

pollutant loads. Another example is an equilibrium assignment model that includes variability of

iravel times as a factor for consideration in route choice. This situation might pertain to commuters

who are required to be at a specified destination (e.g. their workplace) by a given time of day' The

question then confronting those commuters is how to minimise the risk of arriving late (or indeed

of arriving either too late or too early).

Other models may be developed by further applications of Jewell's principle. In the case of road

pricing systems, for instance, use of marginal travel costs (e.g. equation (7)) rather than average

iraveliosts (equation (4)) forall links in the network provides an appropriate network equilibrium

model including individual choice in the presence of a perfect road pricing regime. Other cases of

road pricing implementations may be more interesting? For example, what if the road pricing is

only imposed on a subset of the links (e.g. in a downtown area or regional activity centre), and not

across the whole network? In addition, there is the question of how a practical road pricing system

might be implemented? Technological developments not withstanding, it seems unlikely that a

perfect, real-time road pricing system, in which marginal costs are adjusted continuously in

i".ponr" to traffic flow variations, can be readily employed. Some simplified systems of imposing

the 'congestion charge' AG are more likely to be used.

May et al (1996) described a number of alternatives for applying road pricing to real networks:

(l) road pricing based on charges for usage of road space, perhaps in a specified sub-area - the

road pricing zone', which corresponds to the application of marginal travel costs on the

road links in that area;
(2) cordon based road pricing, in which drivers are charged for entering the road pricing zone.

The congestion charge is thus a fee imposed for traversing the links that feed in to the road

pricing zone. This is the Singapore model;

105
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travel distance-based road pricing, in which a per unit distance charge is levied on each

vehicle travelling along the links in the road pricing zone, and

travel time-based road pricing, in which a per unit time charge is levied on each vehicle

travelling along the links in the road pricing zone.

Of these altematives, travel-time based road pricing is perhaps closest to the theoretical pricing

regime but can be seen as inequitable. For instance, if drivers are held up in the road pricing zone

due to some traffic incident inside (or even outside) the zone which is beyond their control or

influence, then the charge they incur may be seen as unreasonable - an element of individual

choice has been removed. Distance-based road pricing is then more equitable and can still be used

to differentiate between different levels of travel activity in the road pricing zone. It is also easier

to provide drivers with advance warning of the charges they will incur. This ease of advice is even

more apparent for cordon-based pricing, but this system cannot differentiate between long and

short joumeys within the road pricing zone, nor for trips which are completely internal to the zone.

Route guidance is normally seen as a dynamic problem for which static models of traffic

assignment may seem inappropriate. However, from the point of view of the transPort planner or

poliiy maker the advantage of a route guidance system may lie more in the resulting ability to

influince the distribution of traffic load in a network, and an equilibrium model may then have a

role. Specifically, the effect of the proportion of drivers receiving and using route guidance

information will be of interest in determining appropriate transport policy and strategies for system

operation.

6. FAMILY MEMBERS . MEET THE Z'S

Using the Wardrop-Jewell principles and the various definitions of travel time, cost, fuel usage and

emisiions describid previously we can define a family of equilibrium assignment models, in which

each model represents a particular strategy or policy for the operation of the road transport

network. The individual models form a family because they have a common structure' as

constrained non-linear optimisation problems, through the continuity of flow constraint equations

(equations (l)-(3) and the general form of their objective functions. Each model has its own

,aiiation on the objective function (Z), but all of the models include the same constraint equations

and lie in the same decision sPace.

6.1 Models including Inelastic Travel Demands

Inelastic travel demand is defined as a fixed O-D matrix. The starting point for assignment

modelling is the well-known user equilibrium model for fixed travel demand, which is an

expression of Wardrop's first principle (individual travel time minimisation). This model

formulation provides a useful macroscopic simulation of travel on a metropolitan network. It is

written as the following non-linear optimisation problem'

subject to the continuity of flow constraints of equations ( I >(3).

The equivalent system-wide travel time minimisation problem, the network flow pattern satisfying

Wardrop's second principle, may be written as a similar optimisation problem with objective

function

Proceedings of the Eastem Asia Society for Transportation Studies, Vol. 1, Autumn, 1997
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with the same conservation of flow constraints.

6. L I Generalised travel cost models

Utilising Jewell's principle, a number of other equilibrium assignment models can be derived for
both individual traveller or system-wide objectives. For example, direct substitution of link fuel nd

emissions functions for the congestion function c"(q) would yield assignment models that could

generate traffic patterns corresponding to minimum fuel use or minimum pollution generation.

Generalised cost functions including travel time, fuel consumption, pollutant emissions, tolls and

charges, road pricing, etc can also be proposed and solved. For instance, the user equilibrium

assignment problem for overall travel cost based on Wigan's generalised travel cost function

(equation (5)) is

subject to the continuity of flow constraints of equations (l)-(3), while the equivalent system-wide

travel cost minimisation problem is

also subject to the constrainr equations (l)-(3). Road tolls and general charges (e.g. vehicle

operarini costs are included in the models defined by equations (10) and (11). Models to study the

network traffic effects of road pricing models are better treated separately, especially when

alternative road pricing regimes are contemplated.

6.1.2 Road pricing models

Equation (6) indicated the relationship between the marginal cost of travel and the average cost of

travel on a link. Substitution of the marginal cost of travel in the objective function for the user-

minimisation equilibrium assignment (equation (8)) shows that it is equivalent to solving the

system-wide travel time optimisation problem (equation (9)). This is indicated below, starting with

equarion (12) which is the user equilibrium objective function based on marginal travel costs

(equation (6)).

Consider the integral in the righthand side of equation ( I 2). Given the definition of marginal travel

cost in equation (6), this can be written as

t07

,*, = ^^{Lq.oc"(q(dy}

,,, =^^{1"[',^<,,aa,]

2,, =,r,m{I q@)g 
^(e,q(d}

z^, = o,in{L'i's ̂
<", 

aa.l

(e)

(10)

(l l)

(12)
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( l3)

z-, = mn{I "!'s.e.aa.}= *in{I,,t q@))q1{}= z*,

q\w) l

Is"@,naxl2,, =^i,{L"i',p1a* *\

,,, = ^in{2"'i',"ur*.>[T'',,,, 
* *rur*,)* >'i],,r,,*]

u'i' 

,,,{r,*)d*- 
sf' a(c"(n)r) 

=1r"1irf!o'"' = c,(q(e))q(e)

from which

Again, the continuity of flow constraints (equations (l)-(3) apply. Thus the road pricing solution

yiltds ttre system-wide minimum travel time (VHT) distribution of traffic, as long as marginal

iravel costs are applied on all links in the network. In the case where road pricing might only be

applied to a subsii of the roads (e.g. the central business district) whereas other links remained in

their .normal' state, then the road pricing solution is found by using a composite objective function

(e.g. derived from equation (12) for a user equilibrium formulation). Different models apply to the

iou". .ouO pricing ..h"r., examined by May et al (1996) and described above' In the following

discussion these models are, for purposes of brevity, described as the Leeds models' Assume that

the full set of network links then consists of three subsets:

(1) links w which lie wholly within the road pricing zone;

(2) links I which cross the cordon around the RP zone, and

(3) all remaining links e, which are extemal to the road pricing zone

The first Leeds road pricing model, that of charging for the use of road space in the road pricing

zone, is based on the appliJation of marginal costs to all links within that zone. In this model the

marginal cost functioni apply to those links inside the road pricing cordon area and the average

cosifunctions applies to uil-oih". links. This model is thus represented by the objective function

q(t)

ls^0,x)dx +\
0P

subject to the continuity of flow constraints (equations (l)-(3))'

The second Leeds model is cordon-based road pricing, in which drivers are required to pay a fixed

charge (m,) when they cross the cordon line to enter the road pricing zone. In this case the

corresponding objective function is

( l4)

The third Leeds model is that of travel distance-based road pricing. In this case each vehicle is

charged for the distance travelled in the road pricing zone, and the objective function Z*. is thus

given by

,,,=*u^{1'l',"a)a**\l'ii,,o,*rron,a]+f l"i|-o,**n(o,r,..]}(Is)

where L* is the length of link w and q* is the charge per vehicle per unit distance in the road

pricing zone.
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The final Leeds road pricing model is for time-based road pricing. In this case each vehicle is

charged at a rate of Q* for each unit of time that it spends in the road pricing zone' The

corresponding objective function may be written as

,,, = *E\', 
"a>* D$',,ur* 

^,o, 
tnt,rn, 

] 
* ;,[if-o* *o'- tr(')n, ] ( I 6)

6.1.3 Perceived travel time models

A further member of the equilibrium assignment family can be constructed to include

considerations of travel time vaiiability in routi choice decisions. This situation might pertain to

commuters who are required to be at a specified destination (e.g. their workplace) by a given time

of day. The question then confronting those commuters is how to minimise the risk of arriving late

(or indeed of arriving either too late or too early)'

Variability in travel times can be caused by a variety of circumstances' including regular

condition-dep"rO"nt uu.luiiont t".g cyclic fluctuations in levels of demand by hour of day or day

of week), irregular .onaiiion-aJp.ndent ,uriations (e'g. accidents' b,reakdowns or weather

conditions) and random variations. Focussing on the latter two causes' Herman and Lam (1974)

indicated that, if travel times on individual links were independent random variables' the standard

deviation of the distribution of link travel times o was proportional to the square root of the mean

travel time (c),
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6 =yJ;
(17)

c,, = c+lcYJi +f ( l8)

where the constant yis known as the 'travel time variability ratio'. Richardson and Taylor (1978)

tested this model with data collected in Melbourne, Australia and found a relationship between

travel time variability and the level of congestion. Travel time variability can enter into

individuals' route choice decisions. For example, when making departure time decisions' travellers

mayimplicitlyapplyameasureoftraveltimecomposedofthemeantraveltimeplusacertain
number of standard deviations, i.e. c + ko where the constant 'k' may depend on trip purpose and

the individual's response to the risk of arriving late. Another factor that can be incorporated in a

fei."ir"O cost mod;l is the impact of tolls and other charges, possibly as a trade-off for travel time

variability? By combining these components a general expression can be written for the perceived

travel time (cn) on a link, yielding the expression

where m is the money cost involved in using the link and )' is the value of time (money units per

unit time). Using equation (18) as the expression for perceived link travel time' the following user

equilibrium assignment model results, which accounts for travel time variability:

,, = *.{}[ qsll(c"1x1+a ",8"a)a*.+^r',]i
(1e)

subject to the continuity of flow constraints set by equations (1)-(3)' This model permits study of

boti', the effects of travel time variability and tolls for specific routes' given knowledge of the 1

factors for different road classes (Richardson and Taylor, 1978)'
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6.1.4 Fuel and emissions models

The individual assignment models represented by the specific objective functions given above each

represent an optimisation of some specific performance measure of traffic network performance. It
follows that it is possible to compare the network states between models and to obtain values of
the other performance measures from each specific model. This may be used to compare the

effectiveness of different policies. For instance, given the flow pattern corresponding to any of the

above traffic assignment models, the total fuel consumption and emissions generated can be

estimated using link fueVemissions relationships of the types shown in Figures 2 and 3.. In
addition, assignment models for direct optimisation of fuel usage or pollutant emissions can also

be generated, using the fuel emissions functions as link cost functions. These models might be

used to investigate network flow patterns where (say) drivers adopt route choice strategies to

minimise fuel consumption, or a community seeks a flow pattern minimising the overall rate of

pollutant emissions. The objective function Z, for individual minimum fuel consumption would be

where L" is the length of link and 8"" is the fuel consumption rate per unit distance. The objective

function for minimum total fuel consumption or total pollution emissions across the network (Z*)

would be

(21)

6.1.5 Route guidance

Route guidance is of great interest in contemPorary transport research, for example, see

Mahmassani and Chen (1991), Watling and Van Vuren (1993) and Emmerlink et al (1995)' A
particular question that is raised is the actual value of route guidance information for the

community as a whole, especially under conditions of recurrent congestion. Other issues emerge

about the propensity of drivers to accept and use route information, and the technologies to be used

in providing information in real-time. A likely scenario is that traffic streams on a network where

information is provided may well be divided into two sets of drivers: those using the supplied

information and those unaware of or ignoring it. From the transport policy viewpoint, one possible

advantage of route guidance information is the opportunity to direct the network flow pattern

towards a sysrem-optimisation objective, such as minimum VHT (Wardrop's second principle) or

a similar objective such as minimum overall fuel consumption or pollutant emissions. Given the

assumption that the static equilibrium assignment flow pattem from Wardrop's first principle

represents a reasonable macro-level simulation of traffic behaviour on a network in the absence of
route guidance information, the issue becomes one of steering the flow pattern towards the system-

wide objective. In this case, the proportion of drivers making use of the information is an

important parameter in determining the actual state of the traffic system.

A planning model can be assembled, involving a combination of the user minimisation equilibrium

assignment and a system-wide optimum. Assume that a proportion of drivers (ro) make use of
route guidance information in choosing their routes. This information is directed towards achieving

the minimum VHT in the network (i.e. the objective function Zn" given by equation (9)' although

,, =,"r{;, ,,"i'r,,aw}

z, = ^n{L 8," (q(e))q(Q L,}

(20)
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alternative objectives such as 2,, (equation (ll)) or Z* (equation (21)) are also possible candidates.

These are the'informed'drivers. The remaining (l - ol) proportion of drivers can be assumed to

adopt an individual travel time minimisation strategy in the face of the route choices made by each

othir and by the informed drivers. The following composite model then emerges:

(l) forthe overall travel demand represented by the O-D matrix T, determine the system-wide

flow pattern corresponding to the chosen planning objective, say qwr(e) as resulting from

the equilibrium assignment modet with objective function Z*, (equation (9)). Scale the

link flows, cqwr(e), to obtain the volumes of informed drivers on each link e of the

network.

(Z) Then compute the user travel time equilibrium assignment for the 'uninformed' drivers,

given rrq*r(e) as the base link flows. This requires assignment of the uninformed travel

demand represented by the scaled O-D matrix (1 - ro)T to the network, yielding the

uninformed link flows qr(e) on the network. These flows are determined by solving the

assignment Problem defined bY

(22)

111

I w(ry1tc)+qs(e)) )

"' 
= *t{} 

-,!,:,:!'*l

(3)

subject to the constraint equations (l)-(3). Alternatives to the objective of equation (22)

.nijr,, U" used, involving, for example, perceived travel times or generalised costs'

Compute the total link flows q(e)'

to provide the flow distribution on the network when a proportion of co drivers use route

guidun." information. Then compare this solution with the other equilibrium models'

6.1.6 Summary

This discussion has defined a number of alternative equilibrium assignment solutions, each of

which can be regarded as a member of a family of similar solutions' The properties of the

individual members, rated in terms of network parameters such as mean travel time' distance'

speed'delay,fuelconsumptionandpollutantemissions,maybecomparedtotestforthe
differences between them and to rate the success or otherwise of particular transPort policies (for

which specific objective functions can be formulated). Some initial indication of the comparisons

bet*een alternative policies is given later in this paper. A basic characteristic of the model family

described above is that it i; for fixed travel demand. Policies concerning travel demand-

management or land use-transport interaction might wetl be directed at changing the pattem of

travel demand, in time and/oi space, and so consideration also needs to be given to models

incorporating elastic travel demands.

6.2 Models involving Elastic Travel Demands'

Elastic demand equilibrium assignment models are of growing relevance and importance (Hills'

1996). Two formi may be consi-dered. The first is for time-elastic travel, where the total travel

demand over an extended time period is fixed in space, and some drivers can choose their

q(e)=@ewz(e)+qu@) v e (23)
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departure times in particular intervals within the overall time period. The second model is where

the total number of trips is fixed, but travellers have the ability to set their origins and destinations

in response to congestion on the network. This is a long-run space-elastic model, with applications

in land use-transport interaction studies. With the growing interest in trip timing decisions,

especially for peak spreading and travel demand management considerations, an obvious future

step is the integration of the time-elastic and space-elastic models into a single elastic-demand

model.

6.2. tTime-Elastic Travel Demand

Traffic models accounting for trip timing and peak spreading behaviour are useful for studies of

the impacts of travel demand management policies and time-dependent road pricing systems (e.g.

see D,h,ste (1985) and Alfa (1989)). Matsui and Fujita (1996) derived a model for individual travel

time minimisation including departure time choice, which fits closely to the equilibrium

assignment model family desiribed previously. The model is based on the following assumptions:

(l) the total travel demand for a given period of time and represented by the O-D matrix {T,,}

may be split into two components, a set of fixed-time O-D matrices {Hu"} for travellers

constrained to depart in a given time interval n, and a time-variable O-D matrix {F,,}

representing travellers free to choose a departure interval, and

(Z) those travellers able to select a departure interval have a probability P" of choosing to

depart in time interval n given by a multinomial logit model'

Matsui and Fujita (1996) applied their model to Toyota City, Japan, to study the impacts on

congestion and journey times of a flexitime system and a road pricing system (in which a fixed

char"ge was levied for travel on the entire network in one 60 minute period, 07:30-08:30' with no

charie in other time intervals). They found a five per cent reduction in total VHT under the

flexilime regime, and a two per cent reduction under the road pricing system.

6.2.2 Space-ELastic Travel Demand

In the case that travel demand is regarded as elastic, i.e. the trip distribution (destination choice)

may vary depending on the congestion levels in the network, then an alternative model formulation

is in order. The combined distribution-assignment model proposed by Evans (1976) and explained

by Horowitz (1989) provides an equivalent formulation to the equilibrium assignment model, and

may Ue solved by u iirnilu. mathematical programming approach. Such a model may be treated in

identical fashion to the equilibrium assignment model for fixed travel demand' More complex

models including modal choice have also been developed, e.g. Tatineni et al (1995).

Other recent developments in space-elastic models include the SUSTAIN model (Roy et al, 1996)

which is a land use-transport interaction model. SUSTAIN includes user equilibrium assignment

as part of a combined asiignment-trip distribution-modal split model connected to a housing and

"-ploy..nt 
location model. It has been used for studies of differing residential densities in very

large iities (with a population of four million or more), as described inRoy et al (1995).

6.3 Summing Up

This paper has defined an extensive family of traffic assignment models based on the equilibrium

a..ign."nt model. This family offers the capability to study the effects on the distribution of flows
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on a network under different transport policy and control systems. Given their common basis,
direct comparisons between outputs of the different models can be made. This enhances the utility
of the model family for planning and evaluation studies.

The next question is to consider just how similar or otherwise are the flow patterns that result from
the different models. Comprehensive investigation of the models is not yet available, but some
preliminary results are, and these are described in the next section.

7. WHAT TO DO NEXT. EMPLOYING THE Z'S

Preliminary results involving comparisons between some of the individual models in the
equilibrium family have been found, for a 'sketch-planning' network representing the primary road
system for Melbourne, Australia. This coarse network of some 300 nodes, 1200 links and 50 zone
centroids represents the principal road corridors for that city. A representation of it is shown in
Figure 4. A peak period O-D matrix was developed from census journey-to-work data, with this
matrix divided into four submatrices. Each submatrix represented trips with origins in different
regions (inner, middle north and west, middle south and east, and outer) of the metropolitan area.

Figure 4: The Melbourne strategic road network

Five alternative assignment models were applied to the network. The first of these was individual
travel time minimisation, which was taken as a simulation of the actual traffic flows on the
network and was used as a datum for comparisons with four particular planning objectives:
(l) minimum total VHT;
(2) minimum fuel consumption by individual drivers;
(3) minimum total fuel consumption, and
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(4) minimum total emission of pollution.
Each of these planning objectives was represented by its own equilibrium assignment model, by

choosing the appropriate objective function.

Summary results for the user-optimum travel time assignment (Z*,) are given in Table 4.

Table 4: Summary network travel statistics, user-optimal assignrnent in Melbourne,
1991 morning peak hour

Trip class Veh-km of Veh-h of
travel (VKT) travel
(x lou) (vHT)

Total
trips

Mean
speed
(km/h)

Mean trip Mean trip
distance time

(km) (min)

Inner 0.123'7

MidNandW 0.@52
MidSandE 0.9663

Outer 1.2168
Total 2.9520

4 629
24 031
41 222
37 993

107 815

t5 228
46369
61 208
50 474

173279

26.7
26.8
23.4
32.0
27.4

8.1

13.9

r 5.8
24.1

17.0

18.2
3l .l
40.4
45.2
37.4

Relative network travel statistics are shown in Table 5, for the four alternative planning objectives

compared to the simulated flow distribution. Differences of up to nine per cent may be seen in this

table. The objectives of minimum VHT and minimum total pollution tend to generate higher

nerwork ,p""dr. Minimum VHT scarcely affects aggregate VKT, the changes are in the amounts of

travel time on the network, whilst minimum total pollutant emissions drives down both VKT and

VHT. The two fuel consumption objectives tend towards lower network speeds, with both VKT

and VHT reducing. The effect is greater for minimum total fuel consumption than for minimum

individual fuel consumption. Although VKT reduces significantly for this latter case compared to

the base case (individual travel time minimisation), the VHT for both these models are similar'

Some regional effects are apparent in the table, and these are most apparent for the minimum

individual and total fuel consumption models.

The overall impacts of the four policies suggested by the assignment models are a possible seven

per cent reduction in VHT for the minimum total VHT (and no change in VKT), a five per cent

reduction in VKT for individual minimum fuel consumption, a four per cent reduction in VHT and

a six per cent reduction in VKT for minimum total fuel consumption, and a seven per cent

reduction in VHT and three per cent reduction in VKT for minimum total pollution generation.

Note that all other factors, e.g. the network configuration and design standard, the spatial (and

temporal) distribution of travel demand), and transport/vehicle technology are exactly the same in

all cases.

These results are preliminary only, but they do suggest that there are some interesting differences

in network performance between the alternative objective functions. Network configuration and

topology may well influence the model results. For example, the Melbourne network is sparse, and

may not contain a wide range of alternative routes. More work is required, using different

networks at different levels of detail, to suggest possible trends in the performance of the

individual assignment models, and to allow comparisons of assigned link flows for the different

transport policy objectives.
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Table 5: Relative network travel statistics for different assignment models in Melbourne
1991 morning peak, compared to the individual travel time minimisation model

115

Policy
Objective

Trip
Class

VKT VHT Mean
Speed

Minimum
VHT

Inner
Mid N and W
Mid S and E
Outer
Total

Minimum Inner
Individual Mid N and W
Fuel Mid S and E
Consumption Outer

Total

Minimum Inner
Total Mid N and W
Fuel Mid S and E
Consumption Outer

Total

Minimum
Total
Pollution
Generation

Inner
Mid N and W
Mid S and E
Outer
Total

l.00
o.99
0.99
r.00
1.00

0.97
0.92
0.95
0.95
0.9s

0.97
0.92
0.94
0.95
0.94

0.99
0.96
0.98
0.98
0.97

0.98
0.9s
0.91

0.94
0.93

l.0l
r.00
0.98
l.0l
1.00

0.98
0.98
0.94
0.97
0.96

0.97
0.94
0.91

0.95
0.93

r.02
1.05

r.09
1.07
r.07

0.96
0.93
0.97
0.95
0.95

0.99
0.94
r.00
0.98
0.98

l.0l
r.02
r.07
1.04

1.04

8. CONCLUSIONS

A family of traffic assignment models can be established, based on a common foundation and thus
suitable for comparative analysis of alternative networks and transport policies. The model family
starts with the well-known individual travel time minimisation model (Wardrop's first principle)
and the system-wide minimum vehicle-hours of travel (Wardrop's second principle). With the
addition of generalised and perceived travel cost functions and fuel and emissions relationships,
the model family offers a useful means to examine the ways in which variations in vehicle fleet
composition, travel demand patterns, vehicle operating costs, road user charges and tolls, and
congestion levels affect network performance. Thus traffic network models sensitive to transport
and land use planning objectives can be established and applied to examine the effects of
alternative policies. Some preliminary results have been found, indicating that there are differences
in the flow pattems resulting from the different objectives. Further investigations are needed to
explore the wide variety of alternative assignment models made available in the family of
equilibrium models, and to make comparisons between the resulting outputs of those models in
terms of link flows and network performance parameters such as travel times, fuel consumption
and pollutant emissions.
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